
35th Anniversary Dance Briefs 
 

1.    CUMBERLAND REEL                          (J4x32)  
 

1- 8     1st & 2nd C dance RH across and LH across back to places  
9-16    1s lead down the middle and back  
17-32  1s followed by 2s+3s+4s cast down on own sides and lead back up to top, 1s 

lead down to bottom under arches made by 2s+3s+4s 
 
2.    WEST'S HORNPIPE              (R4x32) 
  

1-8       1s cross down into mirror reels of 3 with 2s3s on opposite sides;  
9-16     1s cross down into mirror reels of 3 with 2s3s on own sides;  
17-20   1s lead down;  
21-24   1s lead up finishing facing down with 2s facing up;  
25-26   1s set to 2s;  
27-28   1s lead down quickly to the bottom;  
29-32   4s & 1s four hands round to the left. 
 

3.    THE BLUE MESS JACKET            (S4x32)  
 

1-4       2s followed by 1s lead down below 4s;  
5-8       2s lead up to place WHILE 1s cross, cast to the top and meet in the centre, 

finishing between 2s, Mn facing Ls;  
9-12     1s2s dance the spurtle:  
9-10     2M1L 1M2L start a half reel of 4 across;  
11-12   2s complete the half reel of 4 across, finishing in 1st place WHILE 1s turn by 

the right halfway, progressing down the set to finish between 3s, Mn facing Ls;  
13-16   1s3s dance the spurtle, 3s finishing in 2nd place, 1s between 4s;  
17-20   1s4s dance the spurtle, 4s finishing in 3rd place, 1s as at bar 16, retaining hold;  
21-22   1s turn by the right halfway to finish in 4th place, all on opposite sides;  
23-24   all set on the sides;  
25-28   all petronella turn and set;  
29-32   all petronella turn and set, finishing 2s3s4s1s 

 

4.     PELORUS JACK            (J8x32) 
 

1- 8 1s cross RH, cast 1 place & dance RH across with 3s, 1s end with Man facing 
his 1st corner with his partner behind him 

9-16 1s dance (as 1 person) 1/2 reel of 3 with 1st corners (1s about turn in corner so 
that partner leads out to face Mans 2nd corner), 1/2 reel with 2nd corner 

17-24 1s similarly dance 1/2 reel of 3 with Ladies 1st corner position & 1/2 reel with 
Ladies 2nd corner partners 

25-32 1M followed by partner dance into LH across with 2s, 1s retain LH & 1/2 turn 
to own sides, 2s+1s+3s set 
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5.    ROUND REEL OF EIGHT                          Sq.Set    (R1x88)  
 

1-16  All Ladies cast and dance clockwise round outside of set back to place, Men 
repeat Fig but cast and dance anticlockwise round set  

17-32  All dance Grand Chain ½ way and set to partner, continue Chain back to place 
and set to partner  

33-40  1s+3s change places 1s dance between 3s, repeat Fig back to places 3s dance 
between 1s and 1s+3s turn RH into Allemande hold  

41-48  1s+3s dance round inside of set anticlockwise in Allemande hold  
49-64  2s+4s repeat Fig bars 33-48  
65-88  1s+3s dance ½ R&L, 2s+4s dance ½ R&L, repeat back to places, all circle 8H 

round and back 
 
6.   SEANN TRUIBHAS WILLICHAN    (S8x32)  
 

1- 8  1s cast and dance down behind own lines, turn outwards and dance back to top  
9-16  1L+2M set and change places RH while 1M+2L change places and set and 

repeat  
17-24  1s lead down for 2 steps, turn RH, lead up to top and cast to 2nd place  
25-32  2s+1s set and turn partner 2H opening out to circle 4H round to left 
 
7.    MAIRI’S WEDDING           (R8x40)  
 

1-4       1s turn by the right hand and cast;  
5-8       1s turn by the left hand to face 1st corners;  
9-12     1s half diagonal reel of 4 with first corners;  
13-16   1s half diagonal reel of 4 with second corners;  
17-20  1s half diagonal reel of 4 with first corners (in partner's corner's position);  
21-24   1s half diagonal reel of 4 with second corners (in partner's corner's position);  
25-32   2s1L 1M3s reels of 3 across, 1s giving left shoulder to first corners to start;  
33-40  6 hands round and back. 

 

 
GAY GORDONS 

 
 

INTERMISSION 
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8.   SUNSHINE AND SWEETIE’S      (J8x32)  
 

1- 8  1s+2s set, dance ½ RH across, set, cross RH  
9-12  1s+1st corners turn RH once round, 1s finish facing 1st corners  
13-16  1s+1st corners dance ½ diagonal reel of 4. Bars 15-16 1M (from 3rd place) and 

1L (from 1st place) cross up/down to 2nd place own sides  
17-24  1s+2nd corners repeat 9-16 but turning LH and passing LSh to start reel. Bars 

23-24 1M (from 1st place), 1L (from 3rd place) cross down/up to 2nd place 
own sides. (3)1(2)  

25-32  3s+1s+2s chase anticlockwise ½ way round. 1s set and cross RH. 213 
 
9.   REEL OF THE ROYAL SCOTS          (R8x32)    
 

1-2      1L2L turn by the left halfway WHILE 1M2M turn by the right halfway, 
finishing in double triangles position;  

3-4       2s1s3s set on the sides;  
5-6       1L3L turn by the right halfway WHILE 1M3M turn by the left halfway, 

finishing in double triangles position;  
7-8       2s3s1s set on the sides;  
9-16     WHILE 3s cast to follow, 1s lead to the top, cast, lead down and cast up to 

2nd place (3s finishing in own places);  
17-20   1s turn first corners by the right and pass partner (right shoulder);  
21-24   1s turn second corners by the right and pass partner (right shoulder) to finish in 

2nd place on own sides;  
25-32   6 hands round and back. 
 
10.    THE DUNDEE WHALER        (S4x32)  
 

1-8       2s 4s petronella halfway, finishing on opposite sides;  
9-16     1s2s 3s4s ladies' chains;  
17-24   1s 3s petronella halfway;  
25-26   1L2M cross diagonally by the left;  
27-28   1M2L 1L3L cross diagonally by the right;  
29-30  1M3M 1L4M cross diagonally by the left;  
31-32  1M4L cross diagonally by the right, finishing 2s3s4s1s. 
 
11.   LAMB SKINNET               (J8x32)  
 

1- 8  1s set, cast 1 place and dance ½ Fig of 8 round 2s  
9-16  1s set, cast to 3rd place and dance ½ Fig of 8 round 3s  
17-24  1s lead up to top, set and cast to 2nd place  
25-32  2s+1s dance R&L 
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12.    THE AUSTRALIAN LADIES                     (R8x32)       
 

1-4       1s cross and cast two places;  
5-8       3s1s right hands across;  
9-12     1s lead up two places, cross and cast to second place;  
13-16   2s1s left hands across;  
17-18   1s cross by the right WHILE 2s 3s set facing partners;  
19-20   1s cast to the right WHILE 2s 3s cross, finishing facing up and down;  
21-22   1s cross by the right up and down WHILE 2M3M 2L3L set facing up and 

down;  
23-24   1s cast to the right WHILE 2s 3s cross up and down on the sides, finishing 

facing partners;  
25-32   repeat bars 17-24 from new places, finishing 2s1s3s. 
   

ST BERNARD’S WALTZ 
 
13.    THE HIGHLAND RAMBLER            (R8x40)        
 

1-4       1s advance and cast to 2nd place;  
5-8       1s3s right hands across;  
9-12     2s1s left hands across;  
13-16   1L, followed by 1M, cast up around 2L and dance down the centre line, 

finishing 2M1M2L 3M1L3L in lines across facing down;  
17-24   2M1M2L 3M1L3L lead down and back;  
25-28   1M, followed by 1L, cast around 2L and dance in to finish in 2nd place on 

own sides;  
29-32   1s turn by the right;  
33-40   6 hands round and back. 
 
14.     MRS MILNE OF KINNEFF         (S4x32)  Sq.Set     
 

 1- 8 1s & 3s join hands with partner & advance for 2 steps, turn opposite partner 
RH once round, retaining opposite partner hand dance RH across with 2s/4s 

 9-16 Dancing couples (1M+3L & 1L+3M) facing side couples dance parallel 
reels of 4 across the dance 

17-18 Dancing couples (1M+3L & 1L+3M) set to side couples 
19-22 Dancing couples (1M+3L & 1L+3M) dance out between side couples & 

cast to original places while side couples separate & dance into centre to 
meet partners then holding nearer hands dance out to original places 

23-24 All turn partners 2H 
25-32 All circle 8H 1/2 way round to left, 3/4 turn partners RH into prom hold 

(Ladies on inside) & all Promenade 1 place clockwise 
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15.   THE DEIL AMANG THE TAILORS                      (R8x 32) 
 

1-4       1s2s set and right hands across halfway;  
5-8       1s2s set and left hands across halfway;  
9-16     1s lead down the middle and back to the top, finishing 1s 2s on the centre 

line in allemande hold, facing up;  
17-24   1s2s allemande;  
25-32   6 hands round to the left and back. 


